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SUMMARY 

In memoriam Galina F. Blagova 
 

Maria Amelina, Yulia Normanskaya. History of the protolanguage names  
of clothes and footwear in Nenets 

The article deals with the features of the traditional Nenets clothes, footwear and their details the 
names of which came to Nenets from the protolanguage. The attempt to define the differences between 
the Nenets subjects, described by these words, and the Proto-Samoyedic subjects by means of a method 
of semantic reconstruction is made in the article. 
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Anna Loktionova. Selkup ethnographic collections in the museums of the Tomsk region:  

history of collecting and research, collections’ composition 
The article deals with the analysis of the collections in the museums of Tomsk and the Tomsk region, 

the collections characterizing Selkup culture. The article also deals with the history of their formation and 
the quantitative characteristics of the gathering and storing processes of Selkup traditional phenomena. 

Keywords: ethnographic museum collections, Selkups, museums of the Tomsk region, ethnographic 
gathering, material culture, spiritual culture 

 
Arzhana Majzina. Phraseological units with colour components kara ‘black’ and kyzyl ‘red’  

characterizing physiological states of a person in the Altai language 
The article deals with the study of phraseological units containing colour names kara ‘black’ and 

kyzyl ‘red’ and characterizing physiological state of a person in the Altai language according to the 
linguistic and culturological approaches. The article gives the analysis of a constituent role of colour 
naming when representing various human functional senses and states. 

Keywords: the Altai language, colour naming, linguoculturology, concept, phraseological unit 
 
Natalia Pushkareva (Sajnakova). On history of the Selkup family Sychins 
The article is devoted to the reconstruction of the history of the Selkup family Sychins. The family is 

famous among linguists and ethnographers mostly due to speaking the Shoshkup dialect. The archive 
material from 1870—1981 (birth certificates and household books) was used for the article. As a result of 
the research 19 branches of the Sychins were found living in Ivankino from the end of the XIXth to the 
beginning of the XXth century. The attempt to form genealogy for different branches of the family, 
versions of the origin of the family and appearance of its first representatives in the district near the 
Middle Ob were made in the article. 

Keywords: Selkups, Ob Shoshkups, the Selkup language, the Middle Ob (Ivankinski) dialect, 
genealogy, the Sychins 

 
Rosa Tadinova. Adaptation of the Turkic front labial vowel phoneme ү /ü/ in the Dagestanian 

languages 
The article presents an attempt to systematize the phonetic changes of vowel ү (front labial vowel /ü/) 

in the Turkic words loaned to the North Caucasian languages. The recording and analysis of the 
reflections of the Turkic phonemes in each of the Caucasian languages or the related language groups 
reveals a complex picture. It turns out that information about the phonetic adaptation makes possible to 
single out the vocabulary borrowed from various Turkic sources in almost every language. 

Keywords: phonetic adaptation, the Turkic languages, the North Caucasian languages, vowel system, 
phoneme 

 
László Honti. On the origins of paired verbs (serial verbs) in the Finno-Ugric languages  

of the Volga-Kama region 
Constructions with serial verbs (verb pairs, pair-verbs, paired verbs) in the Finno-Ugric languages of 

the Volga-Kama region (in comparison with ones in the Samoyedic languages) are dealt with in the 
article. The author proves the point of view about independent and spontaneous development of serial 
verbs in the Uralic languages, also favoured by contacts with the Turkic languages. 

Keywords: serial verbs (verb pairs, pair-verbs, paired verbs), serial verb constructions, language 
contacts, the Finno-Ugric languages, the Samoyedic languages 



 
DISCUSSIONS 
Vadim Ponaryadov. Reflection of the Proto-Permic final vowels of the second syllable in Erzya 
The article investigates the development of Proto-Finno-Permic final vowels in the Erzya language. It 

is demonstrated that disappearance of the etymological final *a occurs only after *a of the first syllable, 
and dropping of the etymological final *ä is found only after *ä and *ü. The etymological final *i 
partially disappears after *o, *u, *ä, *e, *i and *ü, i. e. after all vowels of the first syllable except *a.  

Keywords: the Erzya language, the Mordvin languages, Proto-Finno-Permic, vowels, reflection 
 
Mikhail Zhivlov. On the Erzyan vocalism of the second syllable 
The author of the article notes the importance of the problem, that Vadim Ponaryadov deals with in 

the article “Reflection of the Proto-Permic final vowels of the second syllable in Erzya”. The author also 
pays attention to general and particular disadvantages of this work. 

Keywords: the Erzya language, the Mordvin languages, Proto-Finno-Permic, vowels, reflection 
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